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evaluation, risk evaluation and decision analysis of oil and gas projects
through all stages of the asset lifecycle, from exploration to late life
opportunities. This book will help readers understand and make
decisions with regard to petroleum investment, portfolio analysis,
discounting, profitability indicators, decision tree analysis, reserves
accounting, exploration and production (E&P) project evaluation, and
E&P asset evaluation. Includes case studies and full color illustrations for
practical application Arranged to reflect lifecycle structure, from
exploration through to decommissioning Demonstrates industry-standard

Surface Geochemistry in Petroleum Exploration Aug 27 2019
Despite its simplicity and low costs, surface geochemistry remains
controversial because, until now, there was no objective and in-depth
treatment of the various methods of surface geochemistry for oil
exploration.
Petroleum Economics and Risk Analysis Oct 22 2021 Petroleum
Economics and Risk Analysis: A Practical Guide to E&P Investment
Decision-Making, Volume 69, is a practical guide to the economic
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decision-making techniques as applied to petroleum investments in the
oil and gas industry
Journal of Petroleum Technology Oct 29 2019
Practical Petroleum Geochemistry for Exploration and Production
Dec 12 2020 Practical Petroleum Geochemistry for Exploration and
Production, Second Edition provides readers with a single reference that
addresses the principle concepts and applications of petroleum
geochemistry used in finding, evaluating, and producing petroleum
deposits. The revised volume includes a new chapter on environmental
forensic applications of petroleum geochemistry. With the current
emphasis on environmental issues (pollution, climate changes, and
corporate responsibility), information about how petroleum geochemistry
can be used to recognize these problems, determine their source, help
identify who is responsible, and how these problems may be mitigated
are vital to efficient and economical operation of a project from
exploration to production to abandonment. Practical Petroleum
Geochemistry for Exploration and Production, Second Edition will
continue to serve as a foundational reference to understanding the
underpinning of the science, as well as a source of references that the
reader can use to find detailed descriptions of methods and protocols.
Emphasizes the practical application of geochemistry in solving
exploration and production problems Features more than 200
illustrations, tables, diagrams, and case studies to underscore key
concepts Authored by an expert geochemist with over 40 years of
experience in field-based research, applications, and instruction New
edition includes a chapter on environmental issues (impact, climate
change, pollution, and corporate responsibility), as well as expanded
coverage of topics such as hydrates as unconventional resources;
geomicrobial methods (especially DNA analysis) and the use of sea
surface slicks from seafloor seeps in surface geochemistry; using GC x
GC and asphaltene FTIR in oil correlation studies; and interpretation
isotope data for the maturity of thermogenic natural gas
Hydrocarbon Evaluation of Liassic Age in Kurdistan Jun 25 2019
Hydrocarbon evaluation of the Lower Jurassic age of Kurdistan Region
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(Northern Iraq) is highly recommended while the middle and upper
Jurassic parts were evaluated in most parts of the Region. Liassic source
rock evaluation is very helpful in further understanding the regional
Petroleum Geology of Kurdistan and Iraq as well. This book comprises
study of four different rock units of Liassic (Toarcian) age; which are
Adaiyah, Mus, Alan, and Sehkaniyan Formations, in view point of
Petroleum geology. It contains analysis, results, and interpretations with
conclusions associated with the most valuable knowledge regarding the
richness, potential, type, and maturity of hydrocarbon as well as
interpretation of depositional environment of organic matter. It also
clarifies some troubles regarding Jurassic petroleum system of
Kurdistan. This text comprises petrographic study of these rock units and
their evaluation regarding reservoir quality, porosity and its types, facies
distribution, and depositional environments which supports the main
ideas of present oil companies in Kurdistan.
Petroleum Economics and Offshore Mining Legislation Jun 17 2021
Quick Look Techniques for Prospect Evaluation Jan 13 2021 This
new book covers numerous QUICK LOOK TECHNIQUES & Pitfalls in
reviewing & evaluating geologic interpretations &, in particular, oil &
gas prospects. The text concentrates on the application of a number of
QUICK LOOK TECHNIQUES (QLTs) that can be used to provide an
accurate & rapid evaluation about the quality of a prospect. The authors
of the best seller "Applied Subsurface Geological Mapping" have once
again teamed up & have been joined by Joe Brewton to write another
masterful applied methodology textbook in the area of petroleum
geology. Significant investment decisions are often made based on the
prospects presented with geologic & geophysical support in the form of
interpreted seismic sections, various maps including fault, structure &
isochores, & cross sections. Where decisions are critical: Into which
prospects do we place our investment dollars, the QUICK LOOK
TECHNIQUES presented in this text can be powerful tools. "...essential
for explorationists who know that accurate maps are the treasure maps
to success." - John Lopez, Sr. Geologic Consultant, Amoco Production Co.
"After taking the QLT Seminar, this book is the perfect complement for
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day-to-day hands-on application." - B.A. Berilgen, VP/Operations, Forest
Oil Corp. "...invaluable to any person who must make decisions based on
subsurface maps. I highly recommend this book." - Peyton M. Lake,
President & CEO, Lake Ronel Oil Co. Order from Subsurface Consultants
& Associates, Inc., 1720 Kaliste Saloom Rd. #B-1, Lafayette, LA 70508.
Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources Handbook Feb 11 2021
Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources Handbook: Evaluation and
Development is a must-have, helpful handbook that brings a wealth of
information to engineers and geoscientists. Bridging between subsurface
and production, the handbook provides engineers and geoscientists with
effective methodology to better define resources and reservoirs. Better
reservoir knowledge and innovative technologies are making
unconventional resources economically possible, and multidisciplinary
approaches in evaluating these resources are critical to successful
development. Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources Handbook takes
this approach, covering a wide range of topics for developing these
resources including exploration, evaluation, drilling, completion, and
production. Topics include theory, methodology, and case histories and
will help to improve the understanding,integrated evaluation, and
effective development of unconventional resources. Presents methods for
a full development cycle of unconventional resources, from exploration
through production Explores multidisciplinary integrations for evaluation
and development of unconventional resources and covers a broad range
of reservoir characterization methods and development scenarios
Delivers balanced information with multiple contributors from both
academia and industry Provides case histories involving geological
analysis, geomechanical analysis, reservoir modeling, hydraulic
fracturing treatment, microseismic monitoring, well performance and
refracturing for development of unconventional reservoirs
The Acquisition & Divestiture of Petroleum Property Dec 24 2021
Actions that will lead to success in acquiring or divesting oil and gas
producing assets and the path to maximizing value and minimizing one's
mistakes are presented in this volume. Necessary resources are noted
emphasizing best practices in evaluations and negotiations.
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Economic Evaluation in the Petroleum Industry Sep 20 2021
Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering: Apr 03
2020 Petroleum engineering now has its own true classic handbook that
reflects the profession's status as a mature major engineering discipline.
Formerly titled the Practical Petroleum Engineer's Handbook, by Joseph
Zaba and W.T. Doherty (editors), this new, completely updated twovolume set is expanded and revised to give petroleum engineers a
comprehensive source of industry standards and engineering practices.
It is packed with the key, practical information and data that petroleum
engineers rely upon daily. The result of a fifteen-year effort, this
handbook covers the gamut of oil and gas engineering topics to provide a
reliable source of engineering and reference information for analyzing
and solving problems. It also reflects the growing role of natural gas in
industrial development by integrating natural gas topics throughout both
volumes. More than a dozen leading industry experts-academia and
industry-contributed to this two-volume set to provide the best , most
comprehensive source of petroleum engineering information available.
Technical Guidance for Petroleum Exploration and Production
Plans Nov 10 2020 This book presents detailed explanations of how to
formulate field development plans for oil and gas discovery. The data and
case studies provided here, obtained from the authors’ field experience
in the oil and gas industry around the globe, offer a real-world context
for the theories and procedures discussed. The book covers all aspects of
field development plan processes, from reserve estimations to economic
analyses. It shows readers in both the oil and gas industry and in
academia how to prepare field development plans in a straightforward
way, and with substantially less uncertainty.
Evaluation of Petroleum Products Jan 25 2022
Petroleum Exploration, Drilling and Production Nov 30 2019
Petroleum is a naturally occurring mixture of hydrocarbons found in
geological formations that is refined to produce fuels like petrol, diesel
and paraffin. The demand for petroleum exploration and drilling has
consistently grown over the years, as petroleum is a major energy
source. Petroleum exploration involves substantial geological evaluation
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through seismic data and subsurface analyses. It is being fused with
advanced geomechanical simulations for efficient detection and
evaluation of petroleum reserves. Drilling and production processes, are
being modernized for maximum resource utilization, better affordability
and low ecological impact. This book covers varied aspects of petroleum
exploration, drilling and production in a comprehensive way. The various
studies that are constantly contributing towards advancing technologies
and evolution of this field are examined in detail. Petrochemical
engineers, geologists, students and researchers will benefit alike from
this book.
Theory and Evaluation of Formation Pressures Mar 15 2021
Hydraulic Fracturing in Unconventional Reservoirs Oct 10 2020
Hydraulic Fracturing in Unconventional Reservoirs: Theories,
Operations, and Economic Analysis introduces the basic characteristics
and theories surrounding hydraulic fracturing and the main process of
fracturing in shale, including the main workflow, the details in case
analysis, and the fundamental differences between theory, study, and
practical operation. The book takes the complex nature of the hydraulic
fracturing in unconventional reservoirs and applies a practical approach
that can be useds as a workflow for designing fracture treatments in
various shale basins across the world. Providing the audience with
theories, best practices, operation and execution, and economic analysis
of hydraulic fracturing in unconventional reservoirs, this reference
guides the engineer and manager through broad topics including an
introduction to unconventional reservoirs, advanced shale reservoir
characterization, and shale gas in place calculation as well as expanding
to basic theories of hydraulic fracturing and advanced topics in shale
reservoir stimulation. Rounding out with coverage on the environmental
aspects and practice problems on design and economic analysis, the
book delivers the critical link needed between academia and industry for
all aspects of hydraulic fracturing operations. Presents basic
characteristics of unconventional reservoirs and introductory theories
and practices on hydraulic fracturing, including post-fracturing analysis
Includes an explanation of company assets and financial responsibility,
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with coverage on economic evaluation and how to predict decline curves
Provides tactics on how to strengthen real-world skills with the inclusion
of practice examples at the end of the book
Data Room Management for Mergers and Acquisitions in the Oil and Gas
Industry Feb 23 2022 Data Room Management and Rapid Asset
Evaluation - Theory and Case Studies in Oil and Gas, Volume 66
introduces frameworks and workflows that help streamline the data room
process, highlight the essential data that must be assembled in the
permitted time window, and accelerate the subsequent assessment of the
opportunity. The book combines theory with case studies, some of which
describe lessons learned directly by the author himself. Methodologies
are presented that can be used immediately by those involved in the
technical and commercial evaluation of oil and gas exploration and
production ventures. The book is suitable for readers with a wide
spectrum of experience, from those who are newcomers to the strange
world of data rooms, to those diehards who may have spent too many
hours in them. The purposes, strategies, and tactics of data rooms are
explained, along with some suggestions on how to survive them, and how
to get a fit-for-purpose evaluation in front of the decision makers in the
shortest timeframe possible. Demonstrates what makes a good data
room, including how vendors attract potential buyers to attend and how
the latter can decide whether they should go or not Presents how to
prepare for a data room, what needs to be done there, and how to
evaluate the assets on offer as quickly as possible Covers which essential
data should be gathered and questions to ask Suggests how to avoid
common 'banana skins' when under pressure to provide a rapid but
reasonable evaluation
Fundamentals of Formation Evaluation Jul 27 2019 This book will
provide a basis for an introductory course in the formation evaluation. It
is designed to be supplemented by problems to point out the important
concepts.
Introduction to Geophysical Formation Evaluation Aug 08 2020 These
three works cover the entire field of formation evaluation, from basic
concepts and theories, through standard methods used by the petroleum
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industry, on to new and exciting applications in environmental science
and engineering, hydrogeology, and other fields. Designed to be used
individually or as a set, these volumes represent the first comprehensive
assessment of all exploration methodologies. No other books offer the
breadth of information and range of applications available in this set. The
first volume, Introduction to Geophysical Formation Evaluation, is the
perfect introductory reference for environmental professionals without
previous training in the field. It explains the fundamentals of geophysical
exploration and analysis, illuminates the underlying theories, and offers
practical guidance on how to use the available methodologies. General
information on material behavior, porosity, tortuosity, permeability,
cores, resistivity, radioactivity, and more provides a solid foundation for
more advanced studies. The second volume, Standard Methods of
Geophysical Formation Evaluation builds on the basic precepts presented
in the first work but can be used alone as a self-contained reference. It
covers all the petroleum-oriented standard methods which, until
recently, have comprised the majority of applications of geophysical
formation evaluation. It also points out non-hydrocarbon uses of
petroleum methods. This volume provides complete practical information
and instructions on using the standard exploration and evaluation
methods. It presents comprehensive, painstakingly detailed instructions
for resistivity, radiation, and acoustic methods. The third volume, NonHydrocarbon Methods of Geophysical Formation Evaluation, discusses
uses of formation evaluation in environmental science and engineering,
hydrogeology, and other fields outside the petroleum industry, and
demonstrates how the standard methods can be adapted to these nonhydrocarbon purposes. It presents step-by-step instructions for photon,
magnetic, nuclear, and acoustic methods of exploration, and gives
special attention to the analytical techniques used in non-hydrocarbon
exploration. Individually, each book is a complete, stand-alone reference
on an important area of this changing field. Together, the three volumes
provide the most complete practical compendium available on all aspects
of formation evaluation.
Economic Evaluation of Hydrocarbon Ventures Apr 15 2021
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Economic Evaluation of Hydrocarbon Ventures By: John N. Ehrman The
oil and gas industry is fraught with risk. Although Economic Evaluation
of Hydrocarbon Ventures sets forth various methods to evaluate oil and
gas opportunities, nothing can eliminate the risk involved in participation
in such ventures. Accordingly, unless one can assume the risk of loss of
the entire investment, put this book down and do something else!
Symposium on Composition of Petroleum Oils, Determination and
Evaluation Jul 31 2022
Guidelines for the Evaluation of Petroleum Reserves and Resources Nov
22 2021
Organic-matter Petroleum Potential and Hydrocarbon Maturity
Parameters Jan 31 2020 This research discussed the relationship of
organic material characteristics and thermal maturity versus
hydrocarbon potential. The purpose is to establish the reliable indices of
synthetic assessment of organic matter in the evaluation of petroleum
potential. In addition, it is to present new guidelines for improved
assessment of the kerogen type, generative potential and thermal
maturity using Rock-Eval parameters. The analytic results indicate that
petroleum generation potential is completely exhausted at a vitrinite
reflectance of 2.00-2.20% or a Tmax of 510-520°C. A decline in BI
signifies the start of the oil expulsion window and occurs within the
vitrinite reflectance range 0.75- 1.05% or a Tmax of 440-455 oC. The
petroleum potential can be divided into four different parts based on the
cross-plot of HI vs. %Ro. The area with the highest petroleum potential is
located in section B with %Ro=0.60-1.00%, and HI>100. The start of the
oil expulsion window occurs within the %Ro range of ~ 0.75 1.05%Ro or
the Tmax range ~ 440-455° C and the total oil window extends to %Ro =
~ 1.25- 1.95 or Tmax = ~ 465-525°C.
Petroleum Geochemistry and Basin Evaluation Jun 29 2022
Gas Injection into Geological Formations and Related Topics Mar 03
2020 This is the eighth volume in the series, Advances in Natural Gas
Engineering, focusing on gas injection into geological formations and
other related topics, very important areas of natural gas engineering.
This volume includes information for both upstream and downstream
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operations, including chapters detailing the most cutting-edge
techniques in acid gas injection, carbon capture, chemical and
thermodynamic models, and much more. Written by some of the most
well-known and respected chemical and process engineers working with
natural gas today, the chapters in this important volume represent the
most state-of-the-art processes and operations being used in the field.
Not available anywhere else, this volume is a must-have for any chemical
engineer, chemist, or process engineer in the industry. Advances in
Natural Gas Engineering is an ongoing series of books meant to form the
basis for the working library of any engineer working in natural gas
today.
Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources Handbook Mar 27 2022
Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources Handbook: Evaluation and
Development is a must-have, helpful handbook that brings a wealth of
information to engineers and geoscientists. Bridging between subsurface
and production, the handbook provides engineers and geoscientists with
effective methodology to better define resources and reservoirs. Better
reservoir knowledge and innovative technologies are making
unconventional resources economically possible, and multidisciplinary
approaches in evaluating these resources are critical to successful
development. Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources Handbook takes
this approach, covering a wide range of topics for developing these
resources including exploration, evaluation, drilling, completion, and
production. Topics include theory, methodology, and case histories and
will help to improve the understanding,integrated evaluation, and
effective development of unconventional resources. Presents methods for
a full development cycle of unconventional resources, from exploration
through production Explores multidisciplinary integrations for evaluation
and development of unconventional resources and covers a broad range
of reservoir characterization methods and development scenarios
Delivers balanced information with multiple contributors from both
academia and industry Provides case histories involving geological
analysis, geomechanical analysis, reservoir modeling, hydraulic
fracturing treatment, microseismic monitoring, well performance and
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refracturing for development of unconventional reservoirs
Proceedings, 1990 SPE Annual Technical Conference and Exhibition:
omega] Formation evaluation & reservoir geology Jun 05 2020
An Evaluation of Surface Geochemical Prospecting for Petroleum,
Olds-Caroline Area, Alberta Sep 28 2019
Seismic Data Interpretation and Evaluation for Hydrocarbon Exploration
and Production Oct 02 2022 This book is meant for geoscientists and
engineers who are beginners, and introduces them to the field of seismic
data interpretation and evaluation. The exquisite seismic illustrations
and real case examples interspersed in the text help the readers
appreciate the interpretation of seismic data in a simple way, and at the
same time, emphasize the multidisciplinary, integrated practical
approach to data evaluation. A concerted effort has been made for the
readers to realize that mindless interpretation of seismic data using
sophisticated software packages, without having a grasp on the
elementary principles of geology and geophysics, and coupled with their
over-reliance on workstations to provide solutions can have appalling
results all too very often.
Oil and Gas Property Evaluation Nov 03 2022 This text covers all of the
subjects necessary to evaluate oil and gas properties. Subjects include
decline curve evaluation using both Arps' equations and more recent
equations, and net cash flow calculations in a royalty/tax system and a
production sharing contract. Time value of money and managerial
indicators are also discussed. Resource and reserve definitions under
PRMS and SEC systems including a compilation of the 1978 and 2008
SEC definitions. Oil and gas pricing is discussed including an example on
calculating the revenue from a POP contract. Examples of AFE's for
horizontal and vertical wells are provided along with lease operating
statements. Methods of handling uncertainty are covered including
sensitivity analysis, expected value tables, decision trees, and Monte
Carlo simulation. There is a chapter on U.S. Federal Income Tax as
applied to both IPRO and integrated oil companies. Land concepts are
discussed and a technique for determining working interest and net
revenue interest in complex deals is presented. One chapter covers the
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three styles of report - letter, formal, and oral - with specific suggestions
for the report content and example reports.
Handbook of Petroleum (Science and Technology) Jan 01 2020
Petroleum science deals with the study and production of crude oil as
well as its refinement to a usable form. It is an interdisciplinary field that
combines the principles of engineering, geology and mineralogy to
facilitate the exploration, analysis, drilling and refining of petroleum. A
lot of technological advancements in reservoir simulation, formation
evaluation, well engineering, etc. have revolutionized the field of
petroleum science. The ecological impact of petroleum has become a
concern in the past decades and research is being undertaken to develop
and adopt practices to mitigate the effects. This book elucidates the most
relevant concepts and innovations that have occurred in this field in
recent years. While understanding the long-term perspectives of the
topics, the book makes an effort in highlighting their impact as a modern
tool for the growth of the discipline. It will be beneficial to engineers,
geologists and petroleum engineers as well as researchers and students
involved in this field of study.
1962 Symposium on Petroleum Economics and Valuation Sep 01 2022
Well Logging and Formation Evaluation May 29 2022 This hand guide in
the Gulf Drilling Guides series offers practical techniques that are
valuable to petrophysicists and engineers in their day-to-day jobs. Based
on the author’s many years of experience working in oil companies
around the world, this guide is a comprehensive collection of techniques
and rules of thumb that work. The primary functions of the drilling or
petroleum engineer are to ensure that the right operational decisions are
made during the course of drilling and testing a well, from data
gathering, completion and testing, and thereafter to provide the
necessary parameters to enable an accurate static and dynamic model of
the reservoir to be constructed. This guide supplies these, and many
other, answers to their everyday problems. There are chapters on NMR
logging, core analysis, sampling, and interpretation of the data to give
the engineer a full picture of the formation. There is no other single
guide like this, covering all aspects of well logging and formation
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evaluation, completely updated with the latest techniques and
applications. · A valuable reference dedicated solely to well logging and
formation evaluation. · Comprehensive coverage of the latest
technologies and practices, including, troubleshooting for stuck pipe,
operational decisions, and logging contracts. · Packed with money-saving
and time saving strategies for the engineer working in the field.
Advances in Petroleum Engineering and Petroleum Geochemistry
Aug 20 2021 This edited volume is based on the best papers accepted for
presentation during the 1st Springer Conference of the Arabian Journal
of Geosciences (CAJG-1), Tunisia 2018. The book is of interest to all
researchers in the fields of petroleum engineering, reservoir engineering
and petroleum geochemistry. The MENA region accounts for more than
50 percent of the world's hydrocarbon reserves. Despite being the
largest oil and gas producer of the world, the MENA countries face
routine problems regarding petroleum engineering, reservoir modelling
and production optimization. This volume offers an overview of the latest
information and ideas regarding reservoir engineering, petrophysical
engineering, petroleum system modelling, non-conventional energy
resources and environmental impact of oil production. Main topics
include: 1. Advances in petrophysical characterization of reservoir
rocks2. Enhanced oil recovery methods 3. Advances in petroleum
exploration and management 4. Evaluation of hydrocarbon source
potential and petroleum system modeling5. Non-conventional energy
resources
Reservoir Engineering of Conventional and Unconventional
Petroleum Resources Sep 08 2020 Reservoir Engineering of
Conventional and Unconventional Petroleum Resources is a practical
guide and handbook for engineers and geoscientists. It is also a complete
textbook for teaching of reservoir engineering courses with exercises in
each chapter. The sources and applications of basic rock properties are
presented. Prediction of PVT properties from correlations and equations
of state, and laboratory measurements of same properties from fluid
samples are discussed. These basic data are applied in material balance
analyses, volumetric calculation of hydrocarbons-in-place and reserves,
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and analyses of reservoir performance using case histories. Production
forecasts for conventional and unconventional reservoirs using Arps'
decline equations in decline curve analyses (DCA) are presented. The
applications of modified Arps' decline equations coupled with transient
flow models in rate transient analyses (RTA) are illustrated. Dr. Ezekwe
presents fundamental equations and methods for pressure transient
analysis (PTA) for fractured and unfractured wells in conventional
reservoirs. This is accompanied with well test analyses in unconventional
reservoirs using diagnostic fracture injection tests (DFIT). Secondary
recovery methods focused on waterflooding, gasflooding, and low salinity
waterflooding are demonstrated. Enhanced oil recovery methods are
discussed. Dr. Ezekwe recommends experience-based practical
procedures for geologic modeling, reservoir characterization, reservoir
simulation, and reservoir management. Fundamental economic decision
criteria including profitability index, net present value, rate of return are
demonstrated with examples. Reservoir Engineering of Conventional and
Unconventional Petroleum Resources equips engineers with knowledge
and skills on how to: Acquire basic rock and fluid properties Predict PVT
properties for oil and gas reservoirs from correlations and equations of
state Perform reserves evaluations for conventional & unconventional
reservoirs using DCA methods Perform PTA and DFIT analyses for wells
in conventional and unconventional reservoirs Conduct rate transient
analyses (RTA) for unconventional reservoirs Implement waterflooding,
gasflooding, and low salinity waterflooding projects Screen reservoirs for
EOR processes and install field-wide EOR projects Build geologic models,
reservoir models, and conduct reservoir simulation Develop and
implement reservoir management strategies Perform economic
evaluation of petroleum projects and resources. Build economic models
of projects, fields, and resources
Volcanic Reservoirs in Petroleum Exploration Apr 27 2022 The first
work of its kind, Volcanic Reservoirs in Petroleum Exploration
summarizes the current research and exploration techniques of volcanic
reservoirs as a source of oil and gas. With a specific focus on the
geological features and development characteristics of volcanic
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reservoirs in China, it presents a series of practical exploration and
evaluation techniques based on this research. Authored by an awardwinning petroleum geologist, it introduces exploration and outcome
prediction techniques that can be used by scientists in any volcanic
region worldwide. Volcanic reservoirs as new sources of petroleum
resources are a hot topic in petroleum exploration. Although volcanic
rock cannot generate hydrocarbons, it can serve as a reservoir for
hydrocarbons when conditions permit. This book explains the differences
between volcanic reservoirs and other major reservoir types, and
describes effective methods for examining volcanic distribution and
predicting volcanic reservoirs, providing a framework for systematic
studies throughout the world. Includes an entire section dedicated to
current trends in volcanic prediction and evaluation technology More
than 90 full-color photos illustrate the text in greater detail Case studies
conclude each chapter, helping scientists apply the book's concepts to
real-life scenarios
Petroleum Economics and Engineering, Third Edition Jul 07 2020
This book explains how to apply economic analysis to the evaluation of
engineering challenges in the petroleum industry. Discussion progresses
from an introduction to the industry, through principles and techniques
of engineering economics, to the application of economic methods.
Packed with real-world examples and case studies demonstrating how to
calculate rate of return, discounted cash flow, payout period, and more,
Petroleum Economics and Engineering, Third Edition assists petroleum
engineers, chemical engineers, production workers, management, and
executives in sound economic decision-making regarding the design,
manufacture, and operation of oil and gas plants, equipment, and
processes. The fully revised third edition is updated to reflect key
advancements in petroleum technology and expanded to include
chapters on middle stream operations, known as surface petroleum
operations (SPO), and natural gas processing and fractionation. By
looking globally at the hydrocarbon industry, the improved text offers the
reader a more complete picture of the petroleum sector, which includes
the global processes of exploration, production, refining, and
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transportation.
Mineral Property Economics: Petroleum property evaluation May
17 2021
Non Hydrocarbon Methods of Geophysical Formation May 05 2020 These
three works cover the entire field of formation evaluation, from basic
concepts and theories, through standard methods used by the petroleum
industry, on to new and exciting applications in environmental science
and engineering, hydrogeology, and other fields. Designed to be used
individually or as a set, these volumes represent the first comprehensive
assessment of all exploration methodologies. No other books offer the
breadth of information and range of applications available in this set. The
first volume, Introduction to Geophysical Formation Evaluation, is the
perfect introductory reference for environmental professionals without
previous training in the field. It explains the fundamentals of geophysical
exploration and analysis, illuminates the underlying theories, and offers
practical guidance on how to use the available methodologies. General
information on material behavior, porosity, tortuosity, permeability,
cores, resistivity, radioactivity, and more provides a solid foundation for
more advanced studies. The second volume, Standard Methods of
Geophysical Formation Evaluation builds on the basic precepts presented
in the first work but can be used alone as a self-contained reference. It
covers all the petroleum-oriented standard methods which, until
recently, have comprised the majority of applications of geophysical
formation evaluation. It also points out non-hydrocarbon uses of
petroleum methods. This volume provides complete practical information
and instructions on using the standard exploration and evaluation
methods. It presents comprehensive, painstakingly detailed instructions
for resistivity, radiation, and acoustic methods. The third volume, NonHydrocarbon Methods of Geophysical Formation Evaluation, discusses
uses of formation evaluation in environmental science and engineering,
hydrogeology, and other fields outside the petroleum industry, and
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demonstrates how the standard methods can be adapted to these nonhydrocarbon purposes. It presents step-by-step instructions for photon,
magnetic, nuclear, and acoustic methods of exploration, and gives
special attention to the analytical techniques used in non-hydrocarbon
exploration. Individually, each book is a complete, stand-alone reference
on an important area of this changing field. Together, the three volumes
provide the most complete practical compendium available on all aspects
of formation evaluation.
Unconventional Petroleum Geology Jul 19 2021 Unconventional
Petroleum Geology, Second Edition presents the latest research results
of global conventional and unconventional petroleum exploration and
production. The first part covers the basics of unconventional petroleum
geology, its introduction, concept of unconventional petroleum geology,
unconventional oil and gas reservoirs, and the origin and distribution of
unconventional oil and gas. The second part is focused on unconventional
petroleum development technologies, including a series of technologies
on resource assessment, lab analysis, geophysical interpretation, and
drilling and completion. The third and final section features case studies
of unconventional hydrocarbon resources, including tight oil and gas,
shale oil and gas, coal bed methane, heavy oil, gas hydrates, and oil and
gas in volcanic and metamorphic rocks. Provides an up-to-date,
systematic, and comprehensive overview of all unconventional
hydrocarbons Reorganizes and updates more than half of the first edition
content, including four new chapters Includes a glossary on
unconventional petroleum types, including tight-sandstone oil and gas,
coal-bed gas, shale gas, oil and gas in fissure-cave-type carbonate rocks,
in volcanic reservoirs, and in metamorphic rocks, heavy crude oil and
natural bitumen, and gas hydrates Presents new theories, new methods,
new technologies, and new management methods, helping to meet the
demands of technology development and production requirements in
unconventional plays
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